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Tracing low-mass 
accretions with 
stellar streams
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Streams as fossils of formation

Cooper et al. (2010)

BUT DO THESE STRUCTURES EXIST?
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Field of Streams...
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Pal5 : Odenkirchen et al (2001)
Dehnen et al. 2004

The globular cluster Palomar 5

Will disappear next disk passage; 1% of its lifetime

Disk shocks dominate evolution

Grillmair & Dionatos (2006)



NGC 5907
Martinez-Delgado et al. 2008

Martinez-Delgado et al. 2010



How do low-mass streams form?
➤ Baryons in dark matter satellite collapse, forming stars 

➤ Satellite orbit decays via dynamical friction

➤ Tidal sculpting then tidal disruption simultaneously with internal 
dynamical evolution

➤ Slow case: stars lost though Lagrange points L1 & L2 of satellite: so get 
two tidal arms

➤ L1 is deeper in potential, so stars escape from it with larger v, causing 
leading arm

➤ But not all unbound stars are lost 

➤ Phase-mixing leads to lower vel dispersion of stream with time

But these streams are just icing on the cake - 
why should we care?



Ibata, Lewis, Irwin, Quinn (2002)
Johnston et al. (2002)

Dalal & Kochanek (2002)

Stellar streams as seismometers

Or probes of exotic dark matter (Kesden & Kamionkowski 2006)



Statistics of streams

“Great circle”

“Shell/Plumes/Clouds”

“Mixed”

Johnston et al. 2008



Statistics of streams

Johnston et al. 2008



What additional information can 
we recover from stellar streams?

➤ How unique is this stream?

➤ What can we derive about the 
dark mass distribution from 
this image?

➤ Can we derive any information 
about the progenitor orbit?

➤ Clearly (somewhat) degenerate, 
so we aim to get likelihood 
distributions



Method:

1. Choose initial trial potential, choose initial trial x,v

2. Integrate orbit 

3. Calculate likelihood by comparing to stream data

4. Resample new parameters 

5. if chain well-mixed: stop

6. go to (2)

Markov-chain
Monte Carlo

Typically run 105 to 
106 iterations

Stellar Streams as Probes of Dark Halo Mass and Morphology: A Bayesian Reconstruction
Varghese, Ibata & Lewis arXiv:1106.1765, MNRAS in press

Technically very challenging MCMC problem 
(use population of affine samplers and parallel tempering)



First test for orbits (not streams), purely with 
projected positions and toy galaxy model

Logarithmic potential: Φhalo =
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line of sight distance also recovered similarly well



The stream of stars closely follows the orbit of the satellite (if low mass)
BUT DOES NOT delineate its orbit.

So we cannot fit the streams with orbits.
Good news:  There is a simple correction by which we can obtain the 

stream for a given orbit (without N-body integrations!)

take simply:      rescape~ 2.8*rJacoby

D. Heggie



Correction from centre of mass orbit to stream

positions velocities



Use a more realistic galaxy model

Have also implemented a “non-parametric” halo



Test Streams 



RESULTS: 
Fitting using only projection of the stream

1.  Flattening in density is well constrained:
Projections of streams in far away systems
as well as nearby ones with no kinematic 

information can reveal the shapes of
halos. 



Adding the inner rotational curve:

Estimates of flattening q do not improve markedly.
Improves estimates on all other parameters. 

Mass can be constrained (as expected).
Distance and velocities of progenitor are recovered too!

If we have a long stream with some kinematic information (l.o.s velocities or rot. 
curve) all the parameters (except inner power slope) can be constrained.



The shorter the stream the more difficult things become

Its the number of turning points that really matter.

x,y A+vr

A+d A+vr+d+vcA+vr+d



Bottom line:

➤ Pure projections of stream systems allow us to 
uncover  the shape of the dark matter distribution. 
Very promising for next-generation instruments!

➤ With additional kinematic and/or distance 
information, we can recover the density profile in a 
particularly interesting radial range where there are 
virtually no other tracers.

➤ Works also for triaxial systems... but harder...

➤ Have implemented MOND gravity (with Benoit 
Famaey)... very interesting test!
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NGC 5907

Sancisi & van Albada



Sagittarius stream in Milky Way
with MOND Data from Law & Majewski 2010
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with Benoit Famaey,
Arnaud Siebert, Dan 
Zucker, Elaina Hyde, 

Anthony Conn
AAT + CFHT
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P.I. Alan McConnachie
Arif Babul, Mike Barker, Pauline Barmby, Edouard Bernard, Olivier Bienayme, Scott Chapman, 
Robert Cockcroft, Michelle Collins, Anthony Conn, Pat Cote, Tim Davidge, Anjali Doney, 
Aaron Dotter, John Dubinski, Greg Fahlman, Mark Fardal, Annette Ferguson, Jurgen Fliri,  
Bill Harris, Avon Huxor, Rodrigo Ibata, Mike Irwin, Geraint Lewis, Dougal Mackay, 
Nicolas Martin, Mustapha Moucine, Julio Navarro, Jorge Penarrubia, Thomas Puzia, Mike 
Rich, Jenny Richardson, Harvey Richer, Arnaud Siebert, Nial Tanvir, David Valls-Gabaud, 
Kim Venn, Larry Widrow, Kristin Woodley

The Pan-Andromeda Archaeological Survey (PAndAS)



~15 degrees

“Metal-rich” RGB

The PAndAS Survey Area
Year 2

300 sq. deg; 150 000 000 kpc3



“Medium [Fe/H]”
RGB



“Medium [Fe/H]”
RGB



“Metal poor” RGB
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Carlberg et al., 2010: Dark Matter granularity from NW stream



67 clusters
Mackey et al. 2010

Prob of chance alignment=0.2%



z-PAndAS: Keck/DEIMOS Spectroscopic follow-up
Scott Chapman, Mike Rich, Alan McConnachie, 

Michelle Collins, PANDASStreams
stream dynamics

Satellites
Extended disk

Dark matter content
Disk formation

(metallicity - age - kinematics)
Halo properties

Anthony Conn, PhD Strasbourg 
+ Macquarie

Bayesian TRGB measurements
Halo “tomography”



Prospects
➤ Exquisite new panoramic data is being obtained in the halos of 

many nearby galaxies. PAndAS (M31 & M33) provides the best 
reference halo for comparison to halo formation simulations.

➤ Many long streams have just been discovered. These are excellent 
dynamical probes situated at radial locations where we have few 
constraints.

➤ Even more distant systems with only projected stream 
morphologies can be used to derive dark halo properties.

➤ With very deep images (from a dedicated small telescope?) we can 
hope to uncover the numerous very low mass accretions, study 
their orbital properties, and build up the accretion history  of such 
structures.

➤ In Milky Way - GAIA!!!


